
Guided Commerce™. Everywhere.
Amplify conversion and engagement through cognitive technologies. 

EMPOWER
OMNI-CHANNEL ASSOCIATES
Surface machine augmented insights about the shopper to better drive 

inspiration to transaction.  Through the shopper’s cognitive profile, enable 

associates and online reps to provide personalized recommendations 

based on pricing, diets, allergies, tasks, color, fit, style preferences, digital 

engagement patterns, and prior shopping history. Online or in-store.

TRANSFORM
SHOPPER EXPERIENCE
Engage shoppers by allowing them to shop based on context, event, 

occasion, location.  Build a continuously learning Cognitive Profile of 

One that helps shoppers receive personalized shopping advice and 

targeted offers that are contextual and actionable.  Create omni-channel 

experiences curated from social signals and relevant third party content.  

ENLIGHTEN 
RETAIL EXECUTIVES & STORE LEADERS
Receive timely cognitive intelligence curated from millions of personalized 

profiles, shoppers’ digital exhaust and trends to make better assortment

and merchandising decisions. Drive strategy to enable higher conversion, 

greater shopper retention, and improved engagement.

Next generation retail built on the commerce cognitive cloud…
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Our Products

Leadership

Guided Commerce™ 

Guided Commerce is a suite of retail and CPG optimized cognitive apps 

that use machine learning, cloud, and big data analytics technology to 

provide insight and advice to shoppers, associates and executives. The 

result is significant conversion and engagement uplift driving higher top 

line revenue as well as new margin for retailers. These next generation 

applications are powered by the Cognitive Cloud Fabric, the first 

cognitive cloud technology that delivers Insights as a Service from all 

types of social, public, private and device data and context signals.

Commerce Cognitive Cloud™

The commerce cognitive cloud platform comes pre-loaded with an 

extensive library of proven commerce models, graphs, datasets & 

sources and provides full data lifecycle management. Based on our 

cognitive cloud platform, the Commerce cognitive cloud enables the 

orchestration of multiple analytic services and models, and the 

composition of feedback-driven cognitive commerce insights that 

transform user experience and engagement leading to significant 

uplift in conversion.

10 - 10 - 10 
·   BUILD 

    your first cognitive

    app in 10 hours.

·   CUSTOMIZE IT

    using your own data

    in 10 days. 

·   GO LIVE

    within 10 weeks. 
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About CognitiveScale

CognitiveScale is a provider of enterprise 

Cognitive Cloud™ software, a new class of machine 

intelligence that accelerates decision-making, 

enhances customer engagement, and improves 

employee productivity.

We deliver industry and process optimized cognitive 

applications powered by our unique Cognitive 

Cloud Fabric. Cognitive applications create meaning 

from complex, multi-structured data and weave 

actionable insights, experiences, and continuous 

learning into the fabric of your business.

Privately funded, CognitiveScale is headquartered 

in Austin, Texas and is led by seasoned technology 

and industry entrepreneurs. The company has won

numerous awards, including 2015 Top 10 Cool Cloud

Company and has been featured in prominent

publications including Forbes, Wall Street Journal,

and Harvard Business Review.

THE COGNITIVE CLOUD COMPANY

cognitivescale.com


